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INDEX

acceptable price in related-party 
transaction, proof of 81

accounting costs, exclusion from customs 
value 62–63

accounting principles see GAAP
accounts, consistency with GAAP on 

manufacturing costs 119
actual value 

basis of customs valuation 5, 6
contrast with arbitrary and fictitious 

values 128
definition 5

ad valorem rates 
calculating amount of 1
definition 1

additions to price 
deductive value method 109–111
inclusion in Article 8 list 62–63

administrative decisions, access to 157
Advance Pricing Arrangement (APA) 

definition 86
study 86

advertising costs, exclusion from customs 
value 34–35, 62–63

agents see also sole agents, distributors and 
concessionaires

distinguishing buyer’s and seller’s 45
duties of 44–45

agreements on mutual assistance 149
alternative values, prohibition of valuation 

methods using 126
American Selling Price (ASP) Method of 

valuation 
criticism of 9–10
listed in non-tariff barriers inventory 12
operation of 9–10
violation of GATT Article VII 126

Annex I of Agreement 
content 23
text 187–200

Annex II of Agreement see also WCO
Technical Committee

purpose 23–24
text 200–203

Annex III of Agreement 
application 55–56, 153, 154
purpose 24
text 141–142, 154, 203–204

anti-dumping
application of WTO Agreement to 25
customs valuation used for 13

appeal, right of 136
arbitrary values 

contrast with actual value 128
prohibited method of valuation, as 

127–128
use in valuation 12, 128

arm’s length principle, transfer pricing and 
85

arm’s length transactions 
contrast to related party transactions 71
US position on 65

Article 1 of Agreement 
application 64–65, 68, 70, 78, 80–81,

138–139, 153
definitions 27
Interpretative Notes 33, 35, 67, 68, 69,

80, 81, 82–83, 188–191
text 178–179

Article 2 of Agreement 
application 95–96, 100–101, 102,

155–156
implementation challenges 106–107
Interpretative Notes 102, 191–192
text 94–95, 179–180

Article 3 of Agreement 
application 95–96, 100–101, 102,

155–156
implementation challenges 106–107
Interpretative Notes 102, 192–193
text 94–95

Article 4 of Agreement 
application 109
text 180
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Article 5 of Agreement 
Interpretative Notes 113–114, 193–195
text 108–111, 180–181

Article 6 of Agreement 
application 116–117, 120, 163
Interpretative Notes 119, 120, 121,

138–139, 195–196
text 116, 181

Article 7 of Agreement 
application 124–125, 128–132, 138–139
intent of 124
Interpretative Notes 125, 196–197
“reasonable flexibility” in applying 

methods 125
text 122, 181–182
US application 123

Article 8 of Agreement 
application 32, 41–42, 46, 48, 54,

55–58, 58, 62–63, 64, 70, 103–104,
119–120

definitions 49–51
Interpretative Notes 42, 45, 54, 56–58,

197–199
purpose of 41
reasons for inclusion 41
text 42, 44, 46–47, 48, 54, 58, 60, 62, 63,

182–183
Article 9 of Agreement 

application 135
Interpretative Notes 199
text 135, 183

Article 10 of Agreement 
application 136–137, 152
text 136, 183

Article 11 of Agreement 
application 136
Interpretative Notes 138, 199
legal costs and fees 138
text 137, 183

Article 12 of Agreement 
application 139
text 139, 183

Article 13 of Agreement 
application 59, 140–141
text 140–141, 184

Article 14 of Agreement 
application 23
text 184

Article 15 of Agreement 
application 72, 73, 77, 78, 101, 103–104
definitions 79, 96, 112

Interpretative Notes 74–75, 76, 112–113,
200

text 72, 101, 104, 112, 184–185
Article 16 of Agreement 

application 138–139
drafting of 138
text 138, 185

Article 17 of Agreement 
application 141
text 141, 185

Article 18 of Agreement 
application 157
text 157, 164–166, 185

Article 19 of Agreement 
application 138, 165
text 186

Article 20 of Agreement 
application 153, 154
text 174, 186–187

Article 22 of Agreement 
application 159, 163
text 187

Article 23 of Agreement 
application 159
text 187

assists
apportionment of 52, 53–54, 91
carried out in country of importation 102
categories of 49–51
conditions for addition to price 51–52
criteria for dealing with 49
deductive value method 110
definition 48, 110
exclusion of costs of basic research 50–51
general principles 48–49
identical or similar goods 103–104
material or processing cost, as 119–120
required additions to price, as 48–58
types of 48, 110, 119
use of GAAP 148
valuation of 52–53

Athenian import duties 1
Australia

customs valuation used for anti-dumping 
13

FOB value basis, use of 61
opposition to BDV 13
positive value systems, use of 6
support values, use of 13
valuation methods using alternative 

values 126
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barter, use of 68
barter deals, use of transaction value

31, 87
basic research costs, exclusion from assists 

provisions 50–51
bilateral agreements on mutual assistance 

149
branch office shipments from parent 

company as exports without sale 64
Brazil, support for Indian proposal on 

burden of proof 18, 149
brokerage costs, required additions to price, 

as 42
Brussels Convention on Value (BCV) 

see Brussels Definition of Value 
(BDV)

Brussels Definition of Value (BDV)
discounts 28–29
ICC opposition to 7–8
operation of 6
proposal to base harmonization of 

valuation systems on 13, 14
software costs 35–36
sole agents, distributors and 

concessionaires 77–78
transport costs under 61
uplift of values under 19, 139
valuation practices based on, Kenyan 

proposal for continuance 18, 19
value basis 11

burden of proof 
India proposal on 18–19, 142–144
Technical Committee Advisory Opinions 

142
Uruguay Round Ministerial Decision on 

19, 64, 96, 129–130, 142–144, 149,
170, 172, 205–206

business enterprises 
control concept 75–77
financial or legal control by related 

parties 75–77
related parties within same or affiliated 

74
buy-backs, use of 68
buyer’s agents 

distinction from seller’s agents 45
duties of 44–45
signs of not being 45

buyer’s costs excluded from customs value 
62–63

buyer’s obligation to pay royalties 57–58

buying commissions 
definition 45
exclusion from valuation 44, 44–45
US cases 44–45

Canada
30-day rule, valuation of used goods 

130–131
export of used cars to 131
opposition to BDV 13
use of fall back valuation method

123
Valuation Committee dialogue 158

cars see used cars
cash discount, use of 28
checklist of issues 

decisions on Implementation of GATT 
Article VII 212–213

relating to legislation 159
checklist of valuation verification actions 

234–235
China, Valuation Committee dialogue 

158
Colombia, Valuation Committee dialogue 

158
commissions

deduction for 110
exclusion of buying commissions from 

valuation 44, 44–45
required additions to price, as 42
usual 112–114

companies, parent-subsidiary relationship 
76

comparable uncontrolled price method of 
valuation 85

compensation deals, use of 68
computed value method of valuation 

calculation 119
concept 116–117
delayed application, special and 

differential treatment 154
notification of request for delay in 

application 163
power to limit right to reverse order of 

application 154
protection for foreign manufacturers 

117
use of 24–25, 127
use of GAAP 147–148

concessionaires see sole agents, distributors 
and concessionaires
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confidentiality
non-publication of decisions for reason 

of 140
protection of confidential information 

136–137
consignments

deductive value method for sales on 110
exports without sale 96
proceeds, and 59

constructed value basis, use of 7
consultations

disputes settled by 139, 165
“mutually agreed solution” 165
procedure 165
rules on 164–166

Container Classification rule (Harmonized 
System) 47–48

container costs as required addition to price 
46–47, 119

contract transactions as related-party 
transactions 76–77

control, definition 76
control concept as to related parties 75–77
copyright licence, grant of 55
cost insurance and freight (CIF) values 

basis of BDV 11
transport costs, and 61

cost plus method of valuation 85
counterpurchase, use of 68
countertrade

definition 68
types of 68–69

country of importation 
assists carried out in 102
delivery by different transport methods 

102
other sales of goods of same class or 

kind 113
previous exports to other purchasers in 

same 101
resale transactions in 110, 112
transport costs in 114

criminal courts, valuation cases heard in 
137–138

currency conversion 135–136
current domestic value basis, definition 8
customs drawback law 99
customs duties, deduction for 114
customs modernization, need for 172–174
customs valuation 

actual value basis 5, 6

alternative methods 24–25, 94
anti-dumping usage 13
“arbitrary” valuation systems 128
criteria 8
definition 1–2
GATT tariff bindings, and 4
importance of 2–3
normal price basis 6
purposes of 1–4
“reasonable flexibility” 124–125, 130
“reasonable” methods 125
rules used before GATT Valuation 

Agreement 5–14
timeline 5

customs valuation methods in non-tariff 
barriers inventory 11–13

customs valuation rules 
continuing need for 3
early GATT initiatives on 7–10
ICC proposal for standardised rules 7–8
non-customs use of 4
proposal for unified system 9

customs valuation systems, proposal to base 
harmonization on BDV 13, 14

customs value 
Article 8 adjustments to 40–41
importance of 1
payments excluded from 32–39

Customs verification 
overview 141–152
right to verify truth or accuracy 

141–144

damaged goods, payments for 
exclusion from customs value 37–38
Kyoto Convention provisions 38
WCO Technical Committee Note 37

damaged goods returned for repair, fall 
back valuation method 123

decisions of Customs 
non-publication for reason of 

confidentiality 140
requirement to publish 139–140
right to explanation of 136–141

decisions on Implementation of GATT 
Article VII 207–213

declared value 
checklist of verification actions 

234–235
closely approximating a test value 82–83
Customs’ right to verify 141–144
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doubts about truth or accuracy of 19, 64,
96, 129–130, 142–144, 149, 170,
172, 205–206

occurring at or about same time as test 
value 83–84

reasons to doubt 142–144
deductive value method 

assists 110
bypass 109
calculation 109
conditions for addition to price 109–111
deductions 110
ensuring integrity of resale transaction 

111
flexible value for used goods, use of 131
“greatest aggregate quantity” 

requirement 110
identifying relevant unit sale price (Test) 

115–116
overview 108–116
power to limit right to reverse order of 

application 154
related-party transactions 110
starting point for 109
superdeductive value see superdeductive 

value
timing of resale 111
use of 24–25
use of GAAP 147

design costs 
computed value method of valuation 119
exclusion from assists provisions 51,

103–104
developed countries 

continuing high tariffs in 3
nature of trade in 171

developing countries 
average tariff rates 3
definition 153
divide with developed countries over 

Agreement 170–172
limited involvement in GATT 16–17
list of countries making use of special 

and differential treatment provisions 
155

nature of trade in 171
notifications by 163
“official” value basis of valuation, use 

of 12
position on GATT Valuation Code 

15–16

requests for delay in application of 
Agreement 159–160

special and differential treatment 
see special and differential 
treatment

special provisions in Protocol on 
Implementation 16

Uruguay Round negotiations, and 
16–22

views on implementation of Agreement 
173

whether Agreement fairer for 172
development costs, exclusion from assists 

provisions 51
direct investment, definition 75
direct payments, use of transaction value 

31–32
discounts

case study 29–30
types of common 28

dispute settlement see also consultations
appeals 138
case summaries 245–251
change to GATT provisions 21
claims by subject matter 139
compliance with decisions 138–139
definition of Dispute Settlement Body 

137
documentation 139
number of cases 139–140
overview 164–169
panel reports 138
panels 138–139
Uruguay Round Understanding on Rules 

and Procedures 21
Dispute Settlement Body, role of 137
Dispute Settlement Understanding, 

incorporation in Agreement 
165

distribution and use of goods, non-use of 
transaction value for restrictions on 
65–67

distributors see sole agents, distributors and 
concessionaires

dividend payments 
distinction from proceeds 59
exclusion from customs value 33

Doha Decision on exchange of information 
150–152

domestic prices in country of export basis 
of valuation, use of 11–12
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domestic value method as prohibited 
method of valuation 126–127

double-invoicing, problem of 19
doubts about truth or accuracy of declared 

value see declared value
draft valuation principles 

development of 13
text 14

engineering costs, exclusion from assists 
provisions 51, 103–104

European Communities 
advertising costs provisions 62
average tariff rates 3
Customs Code, goods returned after 

repair abroad 123
family relationships, legislation 73
multi-tier transactions provisions 88–90
transport costs provisions 92
treatment of export sales by tourist 

traders 90
exchange of information 

Agreements 149–152
checklist of valuation verification actions 

prior to 234–235
guide to 233
overview 148–152
recommended procedures 235–236

exchange rates, use of 135
expenses 

deduction for general expenses 110
general expenses, computed value 

method of valuation 120–121
producer’s accounts consistent with 

GAAP 121
usual 121
usual general expenses 112–114

explanation of Customs’ decision, right to 
138–139

exports without sale, types of 64

fall back valuation method 
damaged goods 38
examples of use 123
listing of 7
overview 122–132
prohibited methods of valuation 

126–128
scenario 123
use of (Case study) 29–30
valuation principle 122–125

family 
related parties within 73
types of relationship 73

fictitious values 
contrast with actual value 128
prohibited method of valuation, as 

127–128
financing charges 

exclusion from customs value 32–33
GATT Valuation Committee decision on 

33–34
fines

imposition of 137–138
legal costs and fees not considered as 

138
flexible transaction values, use for valuing 

used goods 130–131
“for the goods,” definition 32–39
foreign manufacturers, protection for

117
fraud, measures to combat 221–236
free on board (FOB) values 

countries using 61
transport costs, and 61
use of 11

“freely sold,” condition that goods are 65

GAAP
definition 147
manufacturing costs 119
profit and general expenses 121
scenarios 147–148
use of information prepared in 

accordance with 146–148
GATT 

contracting parties to 7
early initiatives on common valuation 

rules 7–10
limited developing country involvement 

16–17
non-tariff barriers inventory 11–13
proposal for permanent body 9
review of first twenty years 10
status of 7
study of valuation methods 8

GATT Article VII 
consistency with 125
decisions on Implementation 207–213
proposal to amend 9
Protocol on Implementation 

adoption of 15, 170, 171–172
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special provisions for developing 
countries 16

scope of general principles 25
text 5, 25
valuation methods in violation of 

126
GATT Article X

application 139–140
conformity with 139

GATT tariff bindings, customs valuation, 
and 4

GATT Valuation Code 
competing versions 15
content 21
developing countries’ position 15–16
dispute settlement provisions, change to 

21–22
drafting of 171–172
proposals for reform of 18–22
reasons for not signing 17
signatories 17
Tokyo Round negotiations 14–16
voluntary acceptance of 15

GATT Valuation Committee decisions 
financing charges 33–34
software costs 35, 36–37
text 207–213

general expenses 
computed value method of valuation 

120–121
deduction for 110
producer’s accounts consistent with 

GAAP 121
usual 112–114, 121

general recommendations 
ICC proposal for 8
principles 8

Generally Accepted Accounting Practice 
see GAAP

Germany, used car valuations 
131–132

gifts, exports without sale 64, 96
goods see also damaged goods; hired 

goods; identical goods; leased 
goods; loaned goods; similar goods; 
used goods

completely worthless at time of 
importation

national rules on 37
imported under hire, lease or loan 

exports without sale 64

not in accordance with contract, 
payments for 

exclusion from customs value 37–38
WCO Technical Committee Note 37

processed after importation 
superdeductive value 115

purchased and used before importation 
fall back valuation method 123

returned after repair abroad 
fall back valuation method 123

of same class or kind 
deductive value method 112–114
definition 112, 121
industry/industry sectors 113
non-manufacturing costs 122–120

shipped on consignment 
exports without sale 64

shipped to branch offices 64
“greatest aggregate quantity” requirement, 

deductive value method 110
guarantee, right to release of goods under 

140–141
guarantee services costs, exclusion from 

customs value 62–63

Harmonized System, Container 
Classification rule 47–48

hired goods, exports without sale 64
Honduras, statement on valuation of used 

goods 128–129
Hong Kong, Valuation Committee dialogue 

158

identical goods 
adjustment for transport charges 102
computed value method of valuation 127
definition 96
examples 96–100, 104–106
flexible transaction value of 130
implementation challenges 106–107
incorporating design/engineering assists 

103–104
level of trade 101–102
same producer requirement 101
summary 107–108
timing of export 100–101
transaction value 94–108
use of test value 82
valuation principle 94–96

import duty paid by seller, exclusion from 
customs value 34
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import market value basis, definition 8
importers

cooperation with Customs 136
procedural rights 136–141

inaccurate declaration of value, non-use of 
transaction value method because 
of 64

India, burden of proof proposal for GATT 
Valuation Code 18–19, 142–144

indirect payments, use of transaction value 
31–32

industrial countries see developed countries
information

Customs’ authority to request 136–137
exchange between Customs 

Administrations see exchange of 
information

prepared in accordance with GAAP 
146–148

protection of confidential information 
136–137

intellectual property (IP) 
licensing arrangements, types of 55
royalties and licence fees 54–55

interest payments, exclusion from customs 
value 32–33

intermediaries
payments to 44
types of 44

International Accounting Standard (IAS) 
No. 38, definitions of research and 
development 50

International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) 
opposition to BDV 7–8
proposal for general recommendations 8
proposal for standardised valuation rules 

7–8
interpretative decisions, access to 157
Interpretative Notes

adjustment of prices for different 
quantities and trade levels 102

charges for reproduction rights 56–57
Customs use of importer’s figures 

113–114
Customs Valuation Agreement 

see specific Articles
declared value closely approximating a 

test value 82–83
definition of control 76
definitions in 23
development of draft 13

GAAP 146–147
general expenses 120
goods of same class or kind 112–113
information disclosure 138–139
“integral” part of Agreement, as 23
non-manufacturing costs 122–120
price subject to condition 68
proof of acceptable price in related-party 

transaction 81
related-party transactions 80
restrictions on distribution and use of 

goods 67, 69
royalty payments 57–58
sequential application of valuation 

methods 187–188
text 187–200
usual profit and general expense 121

invoice price, incompleteness of 41
invoice value basis of valuation, use of 11

Kennedy Round, conditional agreement on 
non-tariff barriers 9–10

Kenya, proposal on BDV-based valuation 
practices 18, 19

Kyoto Convention 
provisions on damaged/defective goods 

38
standards on customs controls 144

languages, WTO official, publication of 
national legislation in 140

laws see legislation
leased goods, exports without sale 64,

96
least developed countries, definition 153
legal costs and fees not considered as fines 

138
legislation 

checklist of issues 159
circulation to Members 159
mandatory elements in 159
notification of changes to 163
publication in WTO languages 140
publication on WTO website 140
requirement to publish 139–140
review by WTO Valuation Committee 159

licence fees 
Article 8 conditions for addition to price 

55–58
definition 54–55
inclusion of payments 58, 91–92
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relation to imported goods 55–57
required additions to price, as 54–58

licensing arrangements for IP, types of 
55

loaned goods, exports without sale 64

Malaysia, Valuation Committee dialogue 
158

manufacturing costs 
computed value method of valuation 

116–122
producer’s accounts consistent with 

GAAP 119
schedule of costs (example) 118
types of 118

marketing costs 
exclusion from customs value 34–35
Interpretative Note 35

Marrakesh Agreement, annex to 21
material costs as assists 119
merchandise see goods
minimum values 

application 20
basis of valuation, as 12–13
continued use of, special and differential 

treatment 153–154
prohibited method of valuation, as 127

Model Bilateral Agreement on Mutual 
Administrative Assistance 149

multi-tier transactions 88–90
Mutual Assistance Agreements 149
“mutually agreed solution” to dispute 165

Nairobi Convention 150
New Zealand 

FOB value basis, use of 61
opposition to BDV 13

non-manufacturing costs, use of producer’s 
accounts 122–120

non-tariff barriers inventory 11–13
normal price basis of customs valuation 6
notification requirements, WTO Handbook 

on 236–244
notifications by WTO Members 163

objective and quantifiable information 
application requirement 41–43, 64, 70,

90–91
available in country of importation 125

OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines 115,
113

official minimum values see minimum
values

official value basis of valuation 12–13
offset, use of 68
order of applying valuation methods 

(sequential order) 155
“Organization for Trade Cooperation” 

draft agreement 9
proposal for 9

package deals, use of transaction value 31,
87

packing costs 
required additions to price, as 46–47, 119

Panama, Valuation Committee dialogue 158
parent company shipments to branch offices 

as exports without sale 64
parent-subsidiary relationship 76
patent licence, grant of 55
payments excluded from customs value 

32–39 see also direct payments; 
indirect payments

penalty, appeal without 137–138
Philippines, dispute with Thailand 164–165
positive value systems 

diversity in application 7
operation of 6–7

post importation services and costs, 
exclusion from customs value 34

Preferential Trade Area (PTA) for Eastern
and Southern African States, 
proposals on BDV-based valuation 
practices 18, 19

preshipment inspection, monitoring of 
Agreement on 160

price
deriving of 30–31
required additions to see required

additions to price
“price actually paid or payable” 

additions to price 62
definition 27–28, 31, 32

price lists, continued use of, special and 
differential treatment 153–154

price of goods for export to country other 
than country of importation as 
prohibited method of valuation 127

price of goods of national origin, prohibited 
method of valuation 126

price subject to condition, non-use of 
transaction value for 68–70
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pricing formulae, use of transaction value 
31, 87,

prior shipment of goods identical or similar 
to valued goods 82

proceeds
consignments, and 59
definition 59, 70
distinction from dividend payments 59
inclusion of payments 60, 92
non-use of transaction value for 70
objective and quantifiable information 

requirement 60, 70
required additions to price, as 58–60

processing costs as assists 119
producer’s accounts, non-manufacturing 

costs 119, 122–120
profit

computed value method of valuation 
120–121

deduction for 110
producer’s accounts consistent with 

GAAP 121
usual 112–114, 121

prohibited methods of valuation 
listing 7
overview 126–128

promotional items, exports without sale 64
publications of laws and decisions, 

requirement for 139–140
purchase discount, use of 28

“reasonable flexibility” in applying 
methods 124–125, 130

“reasonable” methods of valuation 125
related parties 

definition
Agreement 72–78
categories of relationships 72–73
US valuation law 72–73

tests for 78–84
related-party price, analysis of 79
related-party transactions 

circumstances of sale (Test) 86–87
circumstances of sale (Test answers) 93
contrast to arm’s length transactions 71
customs procedure where doubt about 

validity 80–81
customs procedure where no doubt about 

validity 80
deductive value method 110, 112
importance of 71

Interpretative Note 80
non-use of transaction value for 71–87,

96
proof of acceptable price 81
test value, use of 81–82

release of goods under guarantee, right to 
140–141

reproduction rights, charges not added to 
transaction value 56–57

required additions to price 
Article 8 rules 41–42
exclusiveness of list of 62–63
listing of 32
under transaction value method 41–63,

87
resale, restrictions on, sample sales contract 

clause 66
resale price method of valuation 85, 113
resale transactions, ensuring integrity of 

111
research

accounting definition 50
basic research costs, exclusion from 

assists provisions 50–51
Residual Method of valuation, use of 24–25
rights of importers 136–141
risk-based systems, use of 144
Roman customs collection 1
royalty payments 

Article 8 conditions for addition to price 
55–58

buyer’s obligation to pay 57–58
definition 54–55
inclusion of payments 58, 91–92
Interpretative Note 42
not already included in price 58
relation to imported goods 55–57
required additions to price, as 54–58

sale, commercial law definition 65
sale for export 

identification of 39–40
seller’s location 39
successive sales 39
tourist trader, by 40, 90

sale on consignment, deductive value 
method 110

sale restrictions 93
sales contract, sample clause on resale 

restrictions 66
samples, exports without sale 64
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second-hand cars see used cars
secondary valuation methods, prohibition 

of 126
seller’s agents 

distinction from buyer’s agents 45
duties of 44

seller’s control or direction of buyer 76
seller’s location at time of export sale 39
sequential order of applying valuation 

methods 155
shuttle traders, export sales by 40
similar goods 

adjustment for transport charges 
101–102

computed value method of valuation 127
definition 96
examples 96–100
flexible transaction value of 131
identify 104–106
implementation challenges 106–107
incorporating design/engineering assists 

103–104
level of trade 101–102
same producer requirement 101
summary 107–108
timing of export 100–101
transaction value 94–108
use of test value 82

Single Undertaking principle, agreement 
on 20–21

software, cost of 
BDV, under 35–36
exclusion from customs value 35–37
GATT Valuation Committee decision 35

sole agents, distributors and 
concessionaires 

controversy over 78
different treatments by WCO Agreement 

and BDV 77–78
discounts to 19
related-party transactions with 77–78

South Africa, valuation methods using 
alternative values 126

special and differential treatment 
application superdeductive method 154
continued use of price lists and official 

minimum values 153–154
delayed application Agreement 153
delayed application computed value 

method 154
handling of requests for 159–160

list of countries making use of provisions 
155

notification of requests for 163
overview 152–155
power to limit right to reverse order of 

application deducted and computed 
value 154

stock ownership by related parties 
definition direct investment 75
importance of 5% voting stock holding 

74–75
storage costs, exclusion from customs value 

62–63
successive export sales 39
superdeductive value 

application, special and differential 
treatment 154

calculation 117
goods processed after importation 

115
support values, use of 13
switch barter, use of 69

tariff rates 
continuing factor, as 3
before and after GATT 2–3

tax avoidance, transfer pricing as 84
taxes 

deduction for 114
international trade, on 3

technical assistance, monitoring of 160
Technical Committee see WCO Technical 

Committee
Technical Committee Notes see WCO

Technical Committee explanatory 
notes

test value, use for related-party transactions 
81–82

Thailand
dispute with Philippines 164–165
Valuation Committee dialogue 158

tie-ins, use of 69
timing of export, identical or similar goods 

100–101
timing of resale, deductive value method 

111
Tokyo Round negotiations on GATT 

Valuation Code 14–16
tourist traders 40, 90
trade discount, use of 28
trademark licence, grant of 55
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transaction value 
alternative methods used 63–87, 94
basis of valuation 

concerns with 19
definition 8

definition 27–28
identical goods 94–108, 130
inclusion of payments 38
method

definition 27–41
primacy of 24, 63
required additions to price 41–63
starting point for 63
use of 31, 87–93

non-use because of untrue or inaccurate 
declaration of value 64

similar goods 94–108, 131
situations where use disallowed 64–65
use of flexible values for used goods 130
WTO standard 22

Transaction Value of Identical Goods 
method of valuation, use of 24–25

Transaction Value of Similar Goods method 
of valuation, use of 24–25

transfer pricing 
arm’s length principle, and 85
customs valuation, and 84–87
definition 84
definition study 86
example of 84
methods of establishing acceptable price 

85
OECD Guidelines 312–316 
overlap of tax and customs procedures 

85–86
study 86
tax avoidance, as 84

transport costs 
BDV, under 61
CIF value basis, use of 61
continuation of previous valuation 

systems relating to 61
deduction for costs in country of 

importation 114
different transport methods, of 102
FOB value basis, use of 61
identical or similar goods 101–102
inclusion of payments 62, 92
international charges 

actual costs 122
deduction for 114

required additions to price, as 60–62
transport of goods after importation, 

exclusion of charges from customs 
value 34

unit sale price, identifying relevant price 
115–116

United States (USA) 
application of Article 7 123
ASP Method see American Selling Price 

(ASP) Method of valuation
average non-agricultural tariff 2
cases involving buying commissions 

44–45
commercial definition sale 65
constructed value basis of valuation, use 

of 7
customs drawback law 99
Customs Ruling on control 76
Customs Ruling on royalties on imported 

goods 56, 56
definition related parties 72–73
FOB value basis, use of 61
“freely sold” goods condition 65
Harmonized Tariff Schedule rates 2
imports by value 171
multi-tier transactions provisions

88–90
opposition to BDV 13
position on arm’s length transactions 65
positive value systems, use of 6
proceeds legislation 60
rules on goods completely worthless at 

time of importation 37
ruling on use of GAAP-consistent 

accounts 121
transfer pricing information, use of 86
Uniform Commercial Code 65
uplifted values, use of 139
“US value” basis of valuation, use of 7,

109
use of used car valuation guides 131

untrue declaration of value, non-use of 
transaction value method because 
of 64

uplift of values under BDV 19, 139
Uruguay Round 

agreement on Single Undertaking 
principle 20–21

customs valuation goal 16
dispute settlement measures 21
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Ministerial Decision on burden of proof 
19, 64, 96, 129–130, 142–144, 149,
170, 172, 205–206

negotiations on GATT Valuation Code 
18–22

use of goods, restrictions on 
non-use of transaction value for 

65–67
preventing use of transaction value 67

used cars 
export to Canada 131
fall back valuation method 123, 130–131
use of valuation guides 131–132
valuation case study 131–132

used goods 
practical difficulties in valuing 128–129
valuation of 128–132

usual profit and general expense, definition 
121

“usual wholesale quantities,” definition 109

valuation 
frequently asked questions 53
used goods of, 30-day rule on 132–133

valuation databases 
case study on use of 146
use of 144–146, 155–156
WCO Guidelines 145, 214–219

value added tax, use of 3
verification of truth or accuracy of declared 

value see declared value
volume discount, use of 28
voting stock 72, 74–75

warranty costs, exclusion from customs 
value 62–63

waste disposal, fall back valuation method 
scenario 123

WCO Compendium 163
WCO Guidelines on use of valuation 

databases 145, 214–219
WCO Secretariat, support for Technical 

Committee 161–162
WCO Technical Committee see also

Annex II of Agreement
advisory instruments, types of 162–163
chairman 163–161
key deliverables 161
means of operation 161
meetings 160–161
membership 160–161

mission 160
reports 160–161
resources required 163–162
role of 157, 160–163
Secretariat support 163–162

WCO Technical Committee Advisory 
Opinions

burden of proof 142
export sales by tourist traders 90
royalties on imported goods 56

WCO Technical Committee case studies 
purpose of 162
sole agents, distributors and 

concessionaires 78
transactions under contract as related-

party transactions 77
WCO Technical Committee commentaries 

multi-tier transactions 88–90
purpose of 162

WCO Technical Committee explanatory 
notes

damaged goods, payments for 37
goods not in accordance with contract, 

payments for 37
purpose of 162
related-party transactions 76–77
restrictions on distribution and use of 

goods 68
WCO Technical Committee report on 

combating valuation fraud 152,
221–236

WCO Technical Committee studies 
purpose of 163–165
valuation of used goods 130–131

WCO Technical Cooperation Handbook on 
Notification Requirements 163

website see WTO website
“when sold for export,” definition 

39–40
World Customs Organization (WCO) 

Model Bilateral Agreement on Mutual 
Administrative Assistance 149

role of 6
WTO, Marrakesh Agreement establishing 

21
WTO Customs Valuation Agreement 

see also specific Articles and 
Annexes

administration of 155
agreement of 21
alternative methods of valuation 24–25
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alternative methods to transaction value 
94

application to anti-dumping 25
basis in “positive” economic principle 22
build-up to 10–14
changes to 106–107, 174–175
critique of 170–176
developing/developed country divide 

over 170–172
discounts, different treatment to BDV

28
dispute settlement see dispute 

settlement
fairer for developing countries, whether 

172
formal name of 2
future of 175–176
General Introductory Commentary 23,

177–178
history of 4–22
implementation challenges 106–107, 173
implementation of 135–156
incorporation of Protocol on 

Implementation 15
Interpretative Notes see Interpretative 

Notes
limitation of valuation methods to 

imports 25
limits of 25–26
negotiations on new rules 106–107
operation of 135–156
outline of 23

overview 22–26
Preamble 24
priority over GATT 25
structure of 22–24
text 177–204 see also specific Articles 

and Annexes
transaction value method see transaction

value
WTO Member Notification, valuation of 

used goods 128–129
WTO Ministerial Decisions, response to 

PTA proposals 20
WTO related organizations 160
WTO Secretariat 

circulation of legislation to Members 
159

support for Valuation Committee 160
WTO Valuation Committee 

annual report 159
chairperson 160
dialogue 158
meetings 160
minutes 160
observers 160
review of legislation 159
role of 157–160
Secretariat support 160
text of decisions 207–213

WTO website 
instructions for navigating 252
publication of dispute settlement 

documentation on 139
publication of legislation on 140

WTO Customs Valuation Agreement (cont.)
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